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If you are preparing for pregnancy, are pregnant or have just delivered, Pregnancy
Notes has got you covered. Rujuta Diwekar takes you through the journey, with tips for
even before you get pregnant, till after you deliver your bundle of joy. Each stage
includes notes on food, exercise and recovery. Also included are heritage recipes from
across the country, so you can mine the wisdom of our grandmothers. This is a musthave guide for every woman.
The Hindu Samskaras give expression to aspirations and ideals of the Hindus. They
aim at securing the welfare of the performer and developing his personality. They go
back to a hoary antiquity. The Vedas, the Brahmanas, the Grhyasutras, the
Dharmasutras, the Smrtis and other treatises describe the rites, ceremonies and
customs here and there but they do not present them in their historical evolution. The
present work is a systematic study of all the Samskaras enjoined to be performed at the
various epochs in the life of an individual from conception to crematorium. The author
has cited parallels in other religions to show that they are universal and have a
recognised place in ancient cultures and are still represented within the limits of modern
religion. He has also shown that the sacramental beliefs and practices, far from being
an irrational priestcraft, are consistent and logical and have practical utility and
intention. This work discusses the source, meaning, number, purpose and the
constituents of Samskaras grouped under five heads: prenatal, natal, educational,
nuptial and funeral. Besides being a landmark in Hindu culture, it presents patterns of
life based on high ethical, spiritual and humanistic values.
AYURVEDIC GARBHA SANSKARThe Art and Science of PregnancySakal Media Pvt.
Ltd.
Keith McCord recounts the history of automotive onboard diagnostic systems and
creation of the rudimentary OBD I systems and the development as well as the
evolution of OBD II. Currently, OBD-II (OnBoard Diagnostic II) is the standard of the
industry, and this book provides a thorough explanation of this system. It details its
main features, capabilities, and characteristics. It shows how to access the port
connector on the car, the serial data protocols, and what the serial data means. To
understand the diagnostic codes, the numbering system is defined and the table of
common DTCs is shown. But most importantly, McCord provides a thorough process
for trouble shooting problems, tracing a problem to its root, explaining why DTCs may
not lead to the source of the underlying problem, and ultimately resolving the problem.
The book guides you to adopt a healthy lifestyle based on the ancient Indian Medical
Science - Ayurveda. The book covers the following topics - setting up a healthy lifestyle,
basics of Tridosha, Massage, benefits and side effects, Panchakarma and related
procedures, Mental and physical exercises, How to adopt Pranayama in your routine,
Health advice based on seasons, Diet advice, Fasting tips, Tastes and their qualities
Abstinence, Sexual health, Sleep and related aspects, Dairy products, Spices, Oils,
simple and effective home remedies and more.
Pre and postnatal care according to Ayurveda.
It was like any other day on the Anna University campus in Chennai. As I was returning
to my room in the evening, the vice-chancellor, Prof. A. Kalanidhi, fell in step with
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me.Someone had been frantically trying to get in touch with me through the day, he
said. Indeed, the phone was ringing when I entered the room.When I answered, a voice
at the other end said, 'The prime minister wants to talk with you.' Some months earlier, I
had left my post as Principal Scientific Adviser to the Government of India to return to
teaching. Now, as I spoke to the PM, Atal Bihari Vajpayee, my life was set for an
unexpected change.Turning Points takes up the incredible Kalam story from where
Wings of Fire left off. It brings together details from his career and presidency that are
not generally known as he speaks out for the first time on certain points of controversy.
It is a continuing saga, above all, of a journey - individual and collective - that will take
India to 2020 and beyond as a developed nation.
Who was Shah Bano and why was her alimony pertinent to India’s Secularism? Does the
fundamental right to life include the right to livelihood and shelter? Where there is the right to
live, is there also the right to die? How did Bhanwari Devi’s Rape help define sexual
harassment at the workplace? Here are the Supreme Court's ten pivotal judgements that have
transformed Indian democracy and redefined our daily, lives. Exploring vital themes such as
custodial deaths, reservations and environmental jurisprudence, this book contextualizes the
judgements, explains key concepts and maps their impacts. Written by one of India's most
respected lawyers, Ten Judgements That Changed India is an authoritative yet accessible
read for anyone keen to understand India's legal system and the foundations of our
democracy.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new
access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. -- Building on the research-proven instructional techniques
introduced in Knight's Physics for Scientists and Engineers, the most widely adopted new
physics text in more than 30 years, College Physics: A Strategic Approach set a new standard
for algebra-based introductory physics--gaining widespread critical acclaim from professors
and students alike. For the Second Edition, Randy Knight, Brian Jones, and Stuart Field
continue to apply the best results from educational research and refine and tailor them for this
course and the particular needs of its students. New pedagogical features (Chapter Previews,
Integrated Examples, and Part Summary problems) and fine-tuned and streamlined content
take the hallmarks of the First Edition--exceptionally effective conceptual explanation and
problem-solving instruction-to a new level. More than any other book, College Physics leads
you to proficient and long-lasting problem-solving skills, a deeper and better-connected
understanding of the concepts, and a broader picture of the relevance of physics to your
chosen career and the world around you. College Physics Technology Update, Second
Edition, is accompanied by a significantly more robust MasteringPhysics® --the most
advanced, educationally effective, and widely used online physics tutorial and homework
system in the world. Additionally, more than 100 QR codes appear throughout the textbook,
enabling you to use your smartphone or tablet to instantly watch interactive videos about
relevant demonstrations or problem-solving strategies. 0321815114 / 9780321815118 College
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Physics: A Strategic Approach Technology Update with MasteringPhysics® Package consists
of: 0321636600 / 9780321636607 MasteringPhysics(tm) with Pearson eText Student Access
Kit for College Physics: A Strategic Approach 0321815408 / 9780321815408 College Physics:
A Strategic Approach Technology Update
Eighteen Upanishads.
Your all-encompassing guide to having a happy, healthy pregnancy Are you an expectant
parent looking for sound, expert guidance as you prepare to welcome a new addition to your
family? Pregnancy All-in-One For Dummies has done the legwork for you, offering a one-stop
compilation of the hottest topics and most relevant information culled from several successful
For Dummies pregnancy titles. Covering everything from conception to the delivery room—and
beyond—it gives moms and dads-to-be the reassuring answers they need during this very
special time. Your pregnancy and childbirth experiences should be happy ones, but they're
bound to be rife with questions—especially if you're a first-time parent, having a child later in
life, or embarking on your first multiple birth. Luckily, this friendly guide is here to put your mind
at ease, offering authoritative coverage of everything you can expect to encounter in the first,
second, and third trimesters of pregnancy, as well as all the special considerations you may
come across along the way, such as diet, exercise, labor and delivery options, breastfeeding,
and so much more. Make pregnancy and childbirth an enjoyable experience Find out about
nutrients that are critical to your baby's development Get authoritative guidance on making a
birth plan Why turn to dozens of pregnancy resources when all the helpful, down-to-earth
guidance you're looking for is right here, in one convenient place?
Different than other usual time management books available, this book details 30 strategies
and tactics proven methods to get more done in the 24 hours that every single human being on
earth has been granted. Discover how to maximize your time by setting priorities, create useful
schedules and learn to overcome procrastination, how to boost your energy level and
productivity with good habits, proper food habits, exercise and sleep. Learn how to use the
latest technology etc. can enable you to manage information and communicate more
effectively and efficiently.
A much-needed antidote to our modern, assembly-line approach to childbirth, this new book is
designed as a guide for all who wish to participate in the wondrous process of bringing new life
into the world. Its ideas derive from two sources: the ancient wisdom of Ayurveda, with its
emphasis on body, mind, and spirit, and the latest Western scientific prenatal research. By
integrating the best information from these two very different perspectives, this remarkable
book gives readers the tools to ensure that our children are nourished by thoughts, words, and
actions from the very moment of conception. Magical Beginnings, Enchanted Lives is rich in
practical information, including strategies to help enliven the body intelligence of unborn babies
by nourishing each of their five senses, as well as through Ayurvedically balanced nutrition and
eating with awareness. Specific yoga poses and meditation techniques reduce the mother’s
stress and improve the infant’s emotional environment, as do tips for conscious
communication with a partner. Exercises prepare parents for the experience of childbirth itself,
followed by natural approaches to dealing with the first weeks of parenting, from healing herbs
to enhancing your milk supply to coping with postpartum depression. Inspiring, expansive, and
remarkably informative, this unique book from acclaimed experts in mind-body medicine will
profoundly enhance the experience of pregnancy and birth for both parents and baby.
This book offers a translation of the seven thousand verses of the second book of the medieval
Hindu text, the Ganesa Purana, one of two Puranas dedicated to the important elephantheaded god. In this book the reader is given many narratives about Ganesas ascent to earth in
order to kill demonic figures who threaten to overthrow the correct world order. In addition,
these narratives contain myths about Ganesa's birth and family as well as some extended and
quite humorous myths about ideal devotees of the god.The translation is preceded by a long
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introduction offering a geographical and historical context for the GanesaPurana. Following the
translation are very extensive notes which bring our points of philological interest, but focus
mainly on the literary structure of the text and the methods used to present the many myths
and narratives in a coherent and fully integrated manner.
This book covers the underexplored subject of ‘fathering’ in India. It delves into the shared
aspirations of men in India to nurture their children in sensitively attuned ways within the
culturally prescriptive context that governs men’s roles as providers and caregivers. This work
is based on over two decades of intensive research in India on how different groups construct
and experience fatherhood and fathering under changing circumstances. It unmasks the
heterogeneity that exists within fathering in India through conversations with fathers across
diverse contexts—in privileged economic situations and those in difficult home and family
circumstances, having children with disability, single-parent fathers and fathers in the military.
A separate section discusses fathering daughters and shared parenting. Images and role
models in fathering are brought alive through analysis of Hindi films, the media, children’s
literature and classical literature. The conceptual analysis moves beyond the power and control
dimensions commonly used to describe Indian men and fathers, to highlight their resilience,
adaptability, positive involvement and developmental trajectories. This volume is for scholars,
researchers and practitioners in developmental psychology, human development and family
science, sociology, early childhood education and psychiatry, pediatrics, community medicine
and allied fields.
This series of 4 books named 'Sanskar' has been compiled by Nirmala Gupta and Aruna
Mathur under the able guidance and inputs from H H Maa Purnanandaji, the Founder
Chairperson & Spiritual Head, Satyavrat Institute of Subjective Sciences, Noida (U.P.)
In the second edition of the book a detailed and authoritative exposition of basic principles of
oral and maxillofacial surgery is presented in altogether 50 chapters under 12 sections. From
basic oral surgical procedures encountered by general practitioner to advance and complex
surgical procedures that need to be referred to an oral and maxillofacial surgery specialist, all
are covered in sufficient detail with a judicious mix of text and illustrations including clinical
photos, radiographs, CT and CBCTs. Consists of 2454 high resolution clinical images, for
better clarity of the surgical concepts in step wise manner; 400 neatly drawn anatomical line
illustrations, valuable for preparation during exams; and 150 tables and more than180 boxes
for better understanding of the discussed core concepts Includes chapters like Emergency
Management and Preliminary Examination of a Trauma, Basic Principles in Management of
Maxillofacial Injuries, Dentoalveolar Fractures, Mandibular Fractures, Maxillary Fractures,
Orbitozygomatic complex, Naso-orbito-ethmoid Fractures and Frontal Fractures in Section XI
on Maxillofacial Trauma Contains chapters on Local Anaesthesia, Armamentarium, Impaction,
Exodontia, Implantology, Orofacial Clefts and Distraction Discusses important concepts like
Definitions, History Taking, Radiodiagnosis, Biochemical, Haematological and Microbiological
Investigations, Histopathological Investigation, Impaction, Endodontic Surgery Covers recent
advances: Bone Substitutes, Bioresorbable Plates, Lasers in Oral Surgery, Piezoelectric
Surgery and Robotic Surgery along with a chapter on Medicolegal Considerations in Dentistry
– General Principles of Evaluation and Management – Incisions and Flaps – Haemorrhage and
Shock – Potential Spaces and their Management – Odontogenic Tumours – Nonodontogenic
Tumours – Oral Cancer – Management of Jaw Tumour – Anatomy of TMJ – Internal
Derangements and Condylar Dislocation – TMJ Disorders – TMJ Ankylosis
The best of The Minimalists. This book by Joshua Fields Millburn & Ryan Nicodemus collects
the most relevant essays—some short, some long—from their popular website,
TheMinimalists.com. This collection has been edited and organized to create an experience
that's considerably different from reading individual selections online. From simple living,
decluttering, and finances, to passion, health, and relationships, Essential is for anyone who
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desires a more intentional life.
“Singing is as human as breathing, and this book tells us why.” —Mark Guarino, contributing
music writer, The Guardian Popular yogi-musician Girish opens new possibilities for
transforming your life through song, combining the ancient art of singing mantra with twentyfirst century neuroscience research. For as long as he can remember, Girish has created
rhythm to accompany life. His first experience of music as sacred art came in college, playing
with jazz bands. “During improvisational sessions,” he recalls, “there were these
unexplainable moments of synchronicity and intuition that felt like magic.” This led Girish to an
unexpected journey—a seeming detour to live as a monk in an ashram for five years that
inadvertently nourished his musical artistry. Here, he studied Sanskrit as a means to
understand the deeper meanings of ancient chants, which sparked a life-changing event that
led him back to music—and to combining music with Sanskrit chants. Now he shares what he’s
learned to help people of all ages, backgrounds, and traditions to transform body, brain, and
life through mantra and music. With Music and Mantras, Girish has created a toolkit for
personal transformation through singing, sharing his own experience as a musician, yogi, and
former Hindu monk. Weaving simple, elegant mantras from ancient traditions with
neuroscience, Girish shows us how to achieve greater peace of mind, clarity, calm, focus, and
even improved health and wealth through "kirtan," the yogic art of chanting—an inspiration that
anyone can sing their way to happiness, health, and prosperity.
Path to Ideal Motherhood is a complete guide on pre-conceptual counselling, pregnancy and
childbirth. Pregnancy is to nurture a life within, where a would-be mother experiences physical,
psychological, emotional and societal changes. A complete knowledge of pregnancy, and a
sincere and positive effort by the would-be mother is what is required to make this journey an
enriching experience, filled with fond memories. The book discusses and provides a detailed
information on important facts of childbirth and pregnancy, lifestyle changes during pregnancy,
along with the importance of breathing, nutrition, exercises, sleep, etc. The book also
discusses the concept of Garbha Sanskar for a healthy baby. As a young mother nurtures a
young life, the book seeks to nurture the young mother towards an ideal path to motherhood.
"Hatha Yoga Pradipika" by Swami Swatmarama. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered gems?of world literature, we
issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited
and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Originally written in Marathi, ‘Ayurveda Garbha Sanskar’ is a book that serves as a guide to a
couple who are looking to start a family, starting out by getting pregnant, giving birth to a
healthy child and nurturing the little one. The book comprehensively provides people
everything that a person wants to know about conceiving, pregnancy and delivery to nurturing
the little one for up to 2 years of age. Not simply a book laden with known-lectures, rather this
book can be seen as an elaboration of various ancient Ayurvedic practices that leads to the
complete well-being of the mother and child’s physical, spiritual and psychological health. It
also advises on the traditional herb mixes, yoga, music and mantras that the new-mothers or
the mothers-to-be may find helpful. Besides, this book also charts a nutritious Ayurvedic dietplan for the couples to detoxify their bodies and be healthy in the right sense of the term. Once
a mother conceives, she must be able to nourish and condition the little one in her womb.
Likewise, this book also provides a month-by-month nutrition plan that helps in proper
nourishment of the baby. Yoga and full-body herbal oil massages during pregnancy are also
recommended for the mothers-to-be along with a list of health tonics prescribed in this book. In
order to reach out to more people worldwide, this book has been translated in English, and is
available in hardcover.
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ekr`dyk dh jkg esa vxzlj L=kh dks xHkkZoLFkk ds nkSjku dbZ izdkj dh leL;kvksa dk lkeuk djuk
iM+rk gSA mlds dksey eu esa rjg&rjg ds loky mBrs jgrs gSaA izLrqr iqLrd esa ysf[kdk us
xHkkZoLFkk ds nkSjku izlwfr ds otu esa o`fA] larqfyr vkgkj] foVkfeUl] vko';d 'kkjhfjd tk!p] 'kkjhfjd
ifjorZu rFkk izlo ds iwoZ gksus okyh izR;sd leL;k ds ckjs esa foLrkjiwoZd tkudkjh nh gSA ;fn
izR;sd xHkZorh dks izlo ds nkSjku gksus okyh ijs'kkfu;ksa dh iz;kZIr tkudkjh gks rks ;dhuu mldk
izlodky rukoiw.kZ gksus dh vis{kk vklku cu ldrk gSA iqLrd esa izlo ds mijkar otu dks de djus
lEcfU/r vko';d O;k;keksa dh fp=kksa lfgr tkudkjh nh xbZ gS ftUgsa viukdj izR;sd izlwfr xHkZdky
rFkk izlo ds nkSjku ekufld rFkk 'kkjhfjd :i ls vf/d pqLr&nq#Lr jg ldrh gSaAekr`dyk iqLrd dh izeq[k
fo'ks"e;krk,! xHkkZoLFkk ds y{k.kksa dh tkudkjh xHkkZoLFkk ds nkSjku izlwfr dh
ns[kHkky@[kkuiku ;ksxklu o O;k;ke xHkkZoLFkk dh leL;k,! ,oa mlds ljy lek/ku dqN vutkus
iz'uksa ds ljy mA(TM)kj Lruiku] f'k'kq esa gksus okys jksx o mlds mipkj xHkkZoLFkk ls tqM+s
feFkd
Being a great first-time dad doesn't mean being perfect. It means having the tools you need to
be a supportive partner during and after pregnancy--which is exactly what We're Pregnant! The
First-Time Dad's Pregnancy Handbook is all about. From heartburn and headaches to birth
and breastfeeding, We're Pregnant! features practical, action-oriented pregnancy advice from
the author of the Dad or Alive blog, Adrian Kulp, a (once clueless) dad who's been there and
done that--three times, in fact!
A THOROUGH AND CONTEMPORARY EXPLORATION OF ISSUES FUNDAMENTAL TO
MULTICULTURAL COMPETENCY Handbook of Multicultural Counseling Competencies
draws together an expert group of contributors who provide a wide range of viewpoints and
personal experiences to explore the identification and development of specific competencies
necessary to work effectively with an increasingly diverse population. Beginning with a
Foreword by Derald Wing Sue, this unique handbook offers a broad, comprehensive view of
multiculturalism that is inclusive and reflective. The coverage in this important book lies beyond
the scope of traditionally defined multiculturalism, with discussion of historically overlooked
groups that have experienced prejudice and bias because of their size, social class, age,
language, disability, or sexual orientation. This book provides readers with: Practical cases and
examples to enhance skill development, promote critical thinking, and increase awareness A
cross-section of diversity characteristics and best practice guidelines Examination of detailed,
developmentally relevant competency categories Resources and exercises designed for
practitioners at various levels of experience and expertise A forum for debate, discussion, and
growth Designed to help readers enhance general multicultural competency and their ability to
provide services to the populations specifically described, this thought-provoking text will prove
useful in facilitating ongoing dialogues about multicultural competence in all its variations.
Dr. Michel Cohen, named by the New York Post as the hip, "must-have" pediatrician, has an
important message for parents: Don't worry so much. In an easy-reference alphabetical format,
The New Basics clearly lays out the concerns you may face as aparent and explains how to
solve them -- without fuss, without stress, and without harming your child by using
unnecessary medicines or interventions. With sensitivity and love, Dr. Michel describes proven
techniques for keeping your children healthy and happy without driving yourself crazy. He will
show you how to set positive habits for sleeping and eating and how to treat ailments early and
effectively. You'll learn when antibiotics are helpful and when they can be harmful. If you're
having trouble breast feeding, pumping, or bottle weaning, Dr. Michel has the advice to set you
back on track. If after several months your baby is still not sleeping through the night, The New
Basics will provide you with tried-and-true methods to help ease this difficult transition for
babies and parents. Dr. Michel recognizes that you're probably asking the same questions his
own patients' parents frequently ask, so he includes a section called "Real Questions from
Real Parents" throughout the book. You'll find important answers about treating asthma, head
injuries, fevers, stomach bugs, colic, earaches, and other ailments. More than just a book on
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how to care for your child's physical well-being, The New Basics also covers such parenting
challenges as biting, hitting, ADD, separation anxiety, how to prevent the terrible twos (and
threes and fours ...), and preparing your child for a new sibling.
Written by Nutan Pandit, this book is a rich resource guide, giving the facts and the low-down
on all aspects of childbearing - answering questions on everything related to the pre-natal and
post-natal delivery period. Information-packed, readable and reassuring, the book prepares
you to face the changes and challenges of the precious nine months of pregnancy and
thereafter. This book also offers invaluable information on the alternative systems of medicine
for would-be mothers.
On the significance of fasting on the eleventh day (Ek?da??) of the lunar fortnights in Hindu
calandar and associated rituals based on Puranas.

Guru Charitra is one of the most revered scriptural texts of Hinduism. Containing
the biographies of Lord Dattatreya, (Lord Bramha, Vishnu and Mahesh) and his
subsequent incarnations Sripada Sri Vallabha and Sri Narasimha Saraswati, it
clarifies several doubts on religious dogmas, rituals and doctrines through a
conversation between the master and his disciple. This book, steeped in lofty
Hindu philosophical ideas also portrays a picture of the social and economic
condition of the medieval times in India, and the message conveyed by the
numerous teachings of the Guru needs to be understood in the context of those
days. Reading of this interactive account, written in simple and lucid language will
give strength and encouragement to spiritual aspirants to continue with their
sadhana (spiritual pursuit), enable them to overcome the various problems of
modern day living and fulfil their inherent wishes.
The ultimate pregnancy book from one of India’s top gynaecologists You’ve
decided to have a baby—and for the next nine months your questions won’t stop.
One of India’s top gynaecologists and obstetricians—and a country specialist in
managing high-risk pregnancies—has written the ultimate pregnancy book that
covers every issue, answers all your questions and tells you exactly what to
expect. • How to prepare your body for pregnancy • A trimester-wise account of
what happens to your body, and what symptoms to look out for • All the tests for
each trimester • What to eat and how to exercise • Falling ill during pregnancy •
Dealing with high-risk pregnancies—including first-time older mothers • Labour
and childbirth • What you should be asking your doctor Writing in a tone that is
warm, humorous, clear and no-fuss, Dr Salvi will lay all your anxieties and every
question to rest. So you can put your feet up and enjoy those nine months!
www.drcorp.org
Dietary habits of people have changed over the last few decades. Growing
consciousness for protein rich food has given an impetus to both the dairy
industry and poultry farming. Today, the dairy industry is a large organized sector
with both private and government participation whereas poultry farming has
indicated a rapid growth of 20% in the past few decades as well. Poultry is one of
the fastest growing segments of the agricultural sector in India today. The
production of agricultural crops has been rising at a rate of 1.5 to 2 % per annum
that of eggs and broilers has been rising at a rate of 8 to 10 % per annum. From
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a backyard hobby it has culminated into an industry. The venture has largely
been entrepreneurial and poultry farmers prefer to target their efforts to breeding
& broiler farming for sale of ready broilers or layer farming for eggs. Poultry is the
second most widely eaten meat in the world, accounting for about 30% of meat
production worldwide. Dairy plants process the raw milk they receive from
farmers so as to extend its marketable life. India has only a few specialized dairy
farms. It is the production that characterizes the dairy industry. India is the worlds
highest milk producer and all set to become the worlds largest food factory.
Dairying is an important source of subsidiary income to small/marginal farmers
and agricultural labourers. The manure from animals provides a good source of
organic matter for improving soil fertility and crop yields. Since agriculture is
mostly seasonal, there is a possibility of finding employment throughout the year
for many persons through dairy farming. Thus, dairy also provides employment
throughout the year. The main beneficiaries of dairy programmes are
small/marginal farmers and landless labourers. Developments in the dairy and
poultry industries during the last decade have been important enough to bring out
a considerable amount of materials on dairy and poultry farming; processing of
milk and poultry related products. The major contents of the book are dairy
farming, poultry production, breeding, fertility, forage grass and concentrates,
cow behaviour and health, manufacture of butter and cheese, process
measurements and controls, components of poultry diets etc. This book also
describes about the feed manufacturing process, butter and cheese
manufacturing processes with diagrams, housing system and management of
broilers and more. The first book of its kind which covers complete details of dairy
and poultry farming, processing how to feed cows, birds in dairy and poultry, kind
of diseases and their cure and other information related farming. This book will
be an invaluable resource to dairy and poultry technology, institutions and for
those who want to venture in this field.
PREGNANCY is that wonderful occasion in life, too precious to be disrupted by
irrational fears or unnecessary apprehensions caused by the lack of simple,
reliable information. This book will tell you all about childbirth, answering
questions about weight gain, proper diet, exercises, breathing patterns, positions
to adopt during labour, and postnatal care of both yourself and the baby.
Scientific and reliable, the book also offers invaluable, time-tested home
remedies.
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